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Here goes with my first mag written as Scribe Master (aka Public Enemy No.1), I suspect it
won’t be my last this year. I’ve already experienced that “Shit it’s the Scribe Master”
nervous / defensive reaction when I approach anyone lately at the On Down. Please try
to help me with this glorious committee role, the mags are for your benefit and without your
help they won’t get written. A few talented souls such as Gannet write quite a few, but if
we all wrote just one each year the pain / joy (delete as applicable) would be shared a bit
more fairly. Thanks to Fergie for helping out last week, and for her kind comments ☺.
Whinge over. A very small band of hardy souls gathered at Drakewalls station, to be met
by a rather soggy Gnashers who had been attempting to lay the trail without all the flour
being washed away, and for the most part succeeding in this. “Gnasher likes a wet one,”
explained Underlay helpfully.
There were less checks than normal because of the
conditions (not sure what normal is these days but it’s less than I remember). We set off,
and it wasn’t long before we inevitably headed downhill, eventually reaching river level.
This left us with the painful knowledge of our impending uphill slog!
I noted that Dildo was lurking at the back of the pack, this it turned out was due to his
“farting like a trooper”, something he blamed on eating dodgy salmon (not a euphemism).
We were relieved at the end to hear that he had checked, and all was OK….
Gannet was heard to complain on the long downhill stretch that her knees were aching, on
account of her getting old. At this point a slightly older but nonetheless spritely Grandpa
eased comfortably past her with his bionic knees, and no more complaining was heard.
Mincer/Arguilles had what he described as a “complete disaster”, which involved running a
long way down a lane, becoming concerned at the lack of dust, running back up again,
only to find out that he was on the right trail all along and having to turn round and go back
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down again. This left him “thoroughly disgruntled”, thankfully his mood had recovered by
the end.
Top tip from On the Khazi, don’t apply moisturiser before running or it will get in your eyes
and make them sting. This raises more questions than it answers.
Finally, Chopper completed the Firkin Challenge, by all accounts it was a firkin brilliant
performance.
Talking of top tips, here are a few gems from Viz…
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